President
Nixon.
Now more

than ever.
How much is that
donkey in the
window?

Nixon

"I stand behind
Senator Eagleton
1000% . . . "

McGoverr
Sh river

"Can anyone explain what went
on?"

REGISTRATION: WHAT A
Twice a year students go
through a process which some
call "hell" and others call "regis
tration." Each time, the lines
seem to get a little longer, classes
are harder to get, and the cost
goes up a little.
Some people can always be
found wandering around lost,
while others have actually
breezed through everything only
to find out later that they weren't
registered. By the last station,
they'll buy or sign anything just to
get out.
Maybe someday a better sys
tem will be developed, but until
then, just learn to live with it.

Mass confusion reigned as students got their class cards, filled them out, and started down the long
road to another semester.

ABOVE: Over 4,000 people registered during the two days of prime regis
tration. Over fifty per-cent had to change at least one conflicting class.
(But which one?)
RIGHT: The first step of registration — get your class cards before they're
closed.

HASSLE!
1
1

aHi
.11.

*
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"I can't believe that I got all my classes!"

i

...

•
This line was only the beginning as some students had to wait more than
an hour in the snow to get inside the building to wait in another line.

. . and if it isn't bad enough to have to wait in all those lines, then they
take all your money too!"
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BYRDS PERFORM FOR FIRST SPRING CONCERT
The Byrds — the concert that
was, but maybe shouldn't have
been. The warm-ups were poor,
due to mechanical failures, which
put the crowd in a restless mood.
The Fire Marshal threatened to
close down the concert if the
smoking didn't stop. This was no
new threat, but this time he was
serious and all "cigarettes" were
extinguished. This made the
crowd even more restless.
The Byrds themselves were not
the same group either. Plans are
that this group will dissolve this
summer and the original Byrds
will reform and cut an album.
This was one concert that the
crowd failed to identify with; most
probably through no fault of the
bands, but just through a mixture
of things that happened all at
once.

The main thrust of their concert aimed at capitalizing on the old hits of the original Byrds.

ABOVE: Although they tried to get into their music and bring the crowd
around, it was almost to no avail.
RIGHT: The Fire Marshal put everyone in a "downer" mood when he
threatened to close down the concert if the smoking didn't stop.
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LEFT: Roger McGuinn, founder of the Byrds and the only member of the
original group left, still has the style that put the Byrds on top of the Rock
World.
BELOW: Too many not-so-hot warm-ups put the crowd in a restless mood
even before the Byrds came on stage.

This group will dissolve this summer and the original Byrds will reform and cut a new album.
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BADFINGER-GLADSTONE COMBINE

The Badfinger-Gladstone concert was only the second of the season to sell out.

&
ABOVE: "The Group to Come," Gladstone gave a warm-up that left the
crowd begging for more.
RIGHT: It's rare when you can get a concert with as much talent as this

FOR SUPER CONCERT
BSC will have to wait a long time to top the
Badfinger-Gladstone concert.
Gladstone, billed as a warm-up group but
classed as a main show, rocked the audience
with their music. Their song, "Do You Want a
Marijuana?" was written for Boise and BSC. This
band, from Texas, is bound to do well.
And just when you had it all figured out that
Gladstone had stolen the show, Badfinger came
on. They started out slow, but as the night went
on, they really started to get into their music,
and so did the crowd. This concert was only the
second of the season to sell out, and it was easy
to see why.

Badfinger is one of the hottest groups in England. This is their first American
tour.

Gladstone, last-minute replacement for a warm-up that couldn't
make it, put on a fantastic show.

Badfinger started off slowly, but later
got into their music and so did the
crowd.
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FLASH CADILLAC, CONTINENTAL
NOSTALGIA
Nostalgia Week concluded with
the fifties sounds of The Coasters,
The Drifters, and Flash Cadillac
and the Continental Kids.
The night started off with a rum
ble between two gangs of "greas
ers" which police were forced to
break up.
The Coasters and the Drifters
were both quite good but they
were so long they took away from
the main show.
2500 people witnessed Flash
Cadillac — a good crowd for a
show of this type.

The Drifters, ABOVE, and the Coasters, TOP, put on the warm-up entertainment. Flash Cadillac and the
Continental Kids, (Angelo, RIGHT) belong in a class to themselves. 2500 people watched this concert
which lost several thousand dollars.
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KIDS CROON
AUDIENCE
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ROY CLARK

Roy Clark is one of the most talented musicians
in the business today. His guitar and banjo can't
be matched.
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PLAYS TO PACKED HOUSE

The CUPB proved its versatility by bringing in country-western artists Roy
Clark and Tommy Overstreet.
Roy Clark was quite the showman as he held captive over 4000 people
with such favorites as "Foggy Mountain Breakdown" and "Malaguania."
Tommy Overstreet prepared the country crowd for Roy Clark. He is an
excellent musician in his own right.
Not everyone may appreciate country-western music but the 4000 peo
ple at this concert proved that country music is alive and in demand at
Boise State.

Tommy Overstreet provided warm-up entertainment for this concert, singing such hits as "The Nashville
Express."

IKE & TINA TURNER
TAKE THE SENATE
TO THE CLEANERS

r

The Ike and Tina Turner Revue was one of the

Tina Turner has the style to captivate audiences with her performance.

>
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Ike and Tina Turner in concert
seemed like such a good idea, but
fate was just not on the CUPB's side.
Anyway, when the dust cleared, they
lost $7300. The CUPB came before
the senate requesting permission to
bring Ike and Tina to BSC. Senator
Mike Galloway of the School of Busi
ness told the senators exactly what
would happen but they approved the
concert anyway, the ASBSC was
already in the red and the $7300 that
they lost from this concert only added
to the burden.
The concert itself was one of the
better ones of the year. The Ike and
Tina Turner Revue is one of the more
professional shows around. Ike,
beginning to show his age, has
moved more to the rear giving Tina
the spotlight. Tina is still a great
showman. She can put on a show all
by herself. The concert was far from a
sellout, but those who did go saw a
show hard to match at Boise State.

most professional shows to hit the Boise Valley this year.

LEFT:. . . and when you get tired of watching Tina, the Revue provides something a little younger. .
ABOVE: The warm-up band was good only in the fact that they didn't play very long.

MARIGOLDS: FIGHT FOR SANITY
THE EFFECT OF GAMMA RAYS ON
MAN-IN-THE-MOON MARIGOLDS
by Paul Zindel
RUTH

Victoria Hollaway

BEATRICE

Elizabeth Streiff

TILLIE

Terrie Jenks

NANNY

Royanne Klein

JANICE VICKERY

Gwyn Harms

Directed by Dr. Robert Ericson

Royanne Klein as Nanny had the most moving part in the cast. Not uttering a
sound yet causing the audience to feel her age and experience it with her.

ABOVE: Beatrice, played by Elizabeth Streiff, was the domineering mother obsessed with destructive
revenge on everyone.
RIGHT: As Tillie, Terrie Jenks showed how to rise above the oppressions of life and live a better one in
spite of the struggles encountered.
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IN AN UNSTABLE WORLD
Opening the second semester of plays for the Theatre Arts Department
was "The Effects of Gamma Rays on Man-ln-The-Moon Marigolds." This
play was as dull as its title is long. With a combination of poor material to
work with and inefficient directing, Marigolds attempted to show that people
can rise above their surrounding and find happiness in newly discovered
studies. In this play science was the out.
Gwyn Harms, Terrie Jenks, and Royanne Klein did a good job in their
parts with the material they had to work with, but Victoria Hollaway and Eliz
abeth Streiff did not quite fit the characters they were portraying. The parts
they were playing did not live with them as they went in and out of character
during the whole play.

ABOVE: "Betty the Loon!"
screached Victoria Hollaway play
ing Ruth in the madcap personal
tragedy.
LEFT: The unstable vs. the stable
as Tillie must fight the madness of
her environment.

i
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READER'S
This year the Reader's Theatre
presented "The Lady's Not For
Burning," by Christopher Fry. The
play is meant to be listened to
rather than watched. It dealt with
the traditions of Old Europe. With
no set time or costuming, the play
flowed along and showed the true
beauty of language.

ABOVE: A toast of life — or whatever you're cel
ebrating . . .
RIGHT: John Elliott as the town mayor leads a
moment of prayer.
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THEATRE PRESENTS FRY CLASSIC

THE LADY'S NOT FOR BURNING
RICHARD
Mark Lewis
THOMAS MENDIP
Tracey Hollenbeck
ALIZON ELIOT
Debra Hollenbeck
NICHOLAS DEVISE
Ken Shaw
MARGARET DEVISE
Cheryl Hurrle
HUMPHREY DEVISE
Chuck Bower
HEBBIE TYSON
John Elliott
JENNET JOURDEMAYNE
Diane Hulscher
THE CHAPLAIN
James Langley
EDWARD TAPPERCOOM
Bruce Richardson
MATTHEW SKIPPS
Scott Merrill
Directed by R.E. Ericson
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NUDE WITH VIOLIN
by Sir Noel Coward

CAST
SEBASTIEN LA CREOLE
JANE SORODIN
ISOBEL SORODIN
COLIN SORODIN
PAMELA SORODIN
CLINTON PREMINGER, JUNIOR
MR. JACOB FREIDLAND
MARIE-CELESTE
ANYA PAVLIKOV
CHERRY-MAY WATTERTON
FABRICE
OBADIAH LEWELLYN
GEORGE
STOTESBURY LA CREOLE

Dan Coffman
Cecily Tippery
Elizabeth Streiff
Dan Peterson
Marcia Lickley
Steve Marker
Tracey Hollenbeck
TerrieJenks
Patti Murphy
Judy Patterson
John Elliott
Tom Wright
Pat Boyington
Patrick Corbett

Directed by Mr. Del Corbett

Fighting broke out when a document was uncovered exposing noted artist
Tracey Hollenback, Elizabeth Streiff, Marcia Lickley, Dan Peterson.

ABOVE: Judy Patterson as Cherry-May Watterton clouts Colin Sorodin (Dan Peterson) for an unwar
ranted remark about her intentions.
RIGHT: Dan Coffman looks on as Clinton Preminger, as aggressive reporter, has his photographer cap
ture the scoop of Sorodin's newest work.
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. . .acomedy set in Franceaboutafamouspainter
who never touched a brush in his life. The play, "Nude
With Violin," was written by Sir Noel Coward in an
attempt to poke fun at society and its ridiculous order of
values.
The Festival of the Arts Production was a fitting cli
max to a well-run season for the Theatre Arts Depart
ment. Although you may not have liked one production,
they provided a balanced, professional season at Boise
State.

Paul Sorodin as a fake. Shown (in no particular order) are Cecily Tippery,

Cecily Tippery as Jane Sorodin discusses with Dan Coffman, (Sebastien),
the fate of the fraud committed by artist Paul Sorodin.
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CUPB PRESENTS VARIED

Special programs were designed
for special audiences. Coffee
houses and lectures, music and
drama, all designed for the small
audience with the personal touch.

Zoo Story, by Edward Albee, starring Steve Draculich and John Elliott, was a CUPB Theatre-in-a-trunk
production.

ABOVE: Coffeehouse entertainment was provided by the talented Paul
Blake Trio.
RIGHT: Rod McKuen, noted poet and speaker, spoke before the largest lec
ture audience at BSC this year.
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SPRING PROGRAM

The College Union Program
Board has been responsible for the
varied activities at BSC this year.

The Spring art sale highlighted the year's activities and events.
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